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PREFACE
The present writer had the honor and pleasure of being assigned to
Hughes Tool Company, Culver City, California during the first three
months of 1955, This assignment was his industrial experience tour from
the United States Naval Postgraduate Shool, Monterey, California. '»"hile
at Hughes <, his work consisted of mathematically analizing a part of an
electronic circuit.
Much is kno-wn about a non-linear circuit response to a signal;
howeverj little is known about a non-linear circuit response to both a
signal and a gaussian noise. The aim of this paper is to further the
knowledge of the latter area in regard to clippers.
The writer ivlshes to thank Mr. Roderic C. Devis of Hughes Tool
Company^ Aircraft Division for his guidance^ assistance, encouragement,
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The response of an individual clipper to a sine wave signal plus
gaussian noise has been analyzed by S. 0. Rice /6_/, However, little
has been written about clippers acting together in an electronic cir-
cuit. L. Robin f 1 J has discussed clippers in response to a signal with
noise, but under limited conditions. His discussion was based upon con-
ditions in which the amplification factor of the device was fixed and the
signal energies of the two channels ct^ and a^ were equal.
This paper will be an extension of L. Robins' work / 7_/, but will
be based upon conditions with a variable amplification factor and with
signal energies of the two channels a^ and a| not equal. Figure 1 is a













Figure 1. Functional Block Diagram

Two cases will be considered, both of which are for signals with
continuous, stationary, gaussian noise inputs. The first case will con-
sider ideal clippers. See Figure 2 for plot of response for ideal
clippers. The second case will consider the actual clippers. See Figure






Figure 2, Ideal Clipper Response Figure 3. Actual Clipper Response
Chapter II considers the case of having ideal clippers in the two-
channel system. Rice's method /6/ of solving the problem is applied to
obtain a solution of
2a2 D^ . -1
E (2.16)
Chapter III considers the same case as Chapter II but a different
statistical method is applied in order to obtain the solution. Notice
that this second method is much shorter and easier than Rice's method in
obtaining the solution that
E[e^(t)] = iilEf sin"-^ p (3.2)
Consideration of the actual clipper by a combination of the methods
of Rice /&/ and Robin /?/ is discussed in Chapter IV. The solution can

be stated in integral form as
B [e^(t)] = 2pa2( j^ J^ K e 2^dt
a-a^ag
^p p - t 2(l-t2)Laf ^J
lfl~^
2
or if the integration is performed and a series expansion is used, then
E [e„(t)] = 4pa2a^a2 (erf ^) (erf -^)
K ^ 4]
* 2aV Tsin-l p - V, L°l ; -2 , D^3P^ ^ 8p)yT I So2a|(l-p2)V2 9o(l - p2)3/2 of<^a|
D*(4 * '4)(3P * 5p5 - 2p^)















Chapter V considers the actual clippers in the circuit by a differ-
ent statistical method given by Cramer /z/. The same solution is obtained







Of interest is the signal-to-noise power ratio of the input to this
system compared to the output of the multiplier. The actual signal-to-
noise ratio is
S/N = y° '^L—-^ (6.2)
= [%(*)] -{^Ml
A solution for the S/N power ratio for both the actual and the ideal
clippers was obtained. In the esse of the actual clipper several
attempts were made to reduce the expression, but these attempts were









IDEAL CLIPPER METHOD I
The first case to "be considered will be ideal clippers in the circuit
of Figxare 1. This analysis will use a method of mathematical analyzation
similar to the one used in "Mathematical Analysis of Random Noise" by
S. 0. Rice n^J* Figure 4 and Figure 5 are the plots of the responses









Figure 5. Plot of Ideal Clipper Response, Channel Two

Let v^(t) = m(t)s(t) + n^(t) (2.1)
(2.2)
where s(t,), n-(t2), and n2(t2) for all t, and tp are stationary gaussian
noises Twhich are mutually independent.
Also, the output of the multiplier is




















Proof of the above two assumed equations is in Appendix I. Therefore,




















Since the modulating function m(t) is a non-random fxinction, then
2
Ee - -"=6 Z_lni3 (2.8)
3-iJ
where X^^ = E v, (t)
This yields





























where Q is a positive definite quadratic form, and the determinant
















ny x,,x.„ - x:
11 22 12
Integrating Equation (2.14) with respect to X^g gives















\l = ^ -^ = /[-(t)] o] i o\^
\z " ^21 =EV3^(t)v2(t) = m(t)m(t+f^)agPg('r^)
^22 =£-2^ = {[-(^^\)]
2 2^2
s n^
This can be further reduced by letting





IDEAL CLIPPER METHOD II
The same problem that was solved in Chapter II by Rice's method /s/
will be solved in this Chapter by Cramer's method /|/. Hence, by apply-
ing Cramer's method directly, it will be possible to make a plot of the
mass distribution of the frequency function f(v-,, Vg), See Figure 6.
V2(t)
1 1 . -1
^
i * f7 ^^^'^ p
1_
2n
1^1 • -1 ^
^ + ^ sm p
^l(t)
T" ^
1 . -1sm p
Figure 6. Mass Distribution of Frequency Function f (v, , v-)
Notice that the contribution to Ee,(t)ep(t) from the first and third
2 2ri 1 -11quadrants will be 2a D I x + «— sin p . From the second and fourth
2 2ri 1 -11quadrants, one obtains -2a D t- - p— sin p . Adding these two results
together gives the total contribution as
E e^(t)e2(t) = 2aV[;^ + ^ sin"^ p] - 2aV[| - ^ sin'^ ^ (3,1)
therefore, since e (t) = e, (t)ep(t)
E[e^(t)]= 2£!5!.sin-^ p (3.2)
10

The first moment, E e (tn , was found in the above portion of this
chapter. Now the second moment, ETe^Ityn, will be obtained. See Fig-
ure 7 for plots of the probability distribution of the ideal clipper's
functions. Parts A and B of Figure 7 are plots of e. (t) versus v-,(t)
-2
and ep(t) versus Vp(t), while parts C and D are plots of e-, (t) versus
v-i (t) and ep (t) versus Vp(t). The plot of e, (t) versus e^ (t) is
Figure 7, part E. To obtain the second moment, E e (t) by Crai^r's
method, notice that Efe^Ct)
J
= Efe-j^Ct) egCt) 1, The sum of the four
individual quadrants of Figure 7, part E will yield Efe, (t) ep(t) j.
Now
E[^7t)2 e^tf] = 4[^] (3.3)
Therefore,
E[rity2] = aV (3.4)
At this point it is of interest to compute the signel-to-noise
ratio. The s/n ratio for the ideal clipper is:
fEfe (t)ll^
E[e-7tT^]-[E[eJt)]]2
Now substituting in the above equation the values found in equations




S/n = ^ V 2 2 ^ ~ (3-6)
4-4 r2aV . -1 ~l5au - sm p
[2 . -1 1;
















































If we let u. = — sin p, then for the ideal clippers





ACTUAL CLIPPER METHOD I
In this chapter will be analyzed the circuit of Figure 1 where the
responses of the actual clippers are represented in Figures 8 and 9. The
approach to the problem will follow Rice's method /s/ until equation
(4.12) is reached. At this point Robins' method /t/ will be used to
complete the solution.
Now consider the inputs,
v^(t) = m(t) s(t) »• n;^(t)
VgCt) = mCt+^Q) sCt+T^) + ngCt)
where s(t-|), n-jCtg) and ngCtg) for all t-j^ and tg are stationary gaussian
noises which are mutually independent.
But e^Ct) = e^(t) egCt)
and e-i(t) can be written as
i(*) = I [








Proof of the above two assumed equations is in Appendix II. Combining
and letting |ji = aa, and x = cOg, then
6^(t) = e^(t) e2(t)
2 f°°
/"°° sin DOS, sin Dco sinv, (t)i», sinv„(t)co
-7 / -1^ -^ '—^^"^^"^




















Figure 9. Plot of Actual Clipper Response, Channel Two
15

Taking the expected value of each side of the above equation will get
/.OO „oo
I- ^ n n I
E
2 / f sin Dcd, sin Eto- sin v, (t)a>, sin v<5(t)a>5M -hi]






n " -oov -00













Using equation (2.8), one obtains
E [e„(t)]=-25_
lOO 00






i(v^a>i - vgo^)])n^^ (4.6)
Now since both v-,(t) and v_(t) possess a joint gaussian probability










!./>. 6tt - 2X CO « + X CO V
-rC'lt 1 12 1 2 22 2^
dro, dcou (4.7)
Note that the second partial derivative of the above equation taken with





^00 hOd 12 ?
I sin Dco^^ sin r^ft^le ~ H 1 12 1 2 22 2
-coJ -00
1 ?"" ?
-«-(X, ,00, '2X a CO +X co )




To reduce to standard notation, however, let
so that
Kv^oi^+v^g) F^44 *^P^1^2 '^l'^2^44^ ^^-^^
Be = e
hence from equation (2.12)






Now consider the sin Deo, sin Doflg term by itself:
ilXo -iDa> iixo
"^^o
4 sin Da» sin Deo = -(© - e. ) (e - e )
xD(ui^-Hii^) -lJ)(ai^-Hii^) iD(co^-co2) -i-D(ai^-ai^)
=
-e -e +e -e (4. 11)
Noting equation (4.11), it can be seen thet since Q ("ti'^p^ ^^ ^ sym-
metric quadratic in t, and t , the contributions from the first and second
terms are equal, and similarly, the contributions from the third and
fourth terms are equal.
From Cramer /I/ it is noted that
rtOO
'-co J
e "^ dx, ...dx = -^ i e
•00 ^^
where Q is a positive definite quadratic form, A is the determinant of
the associated matrix, and Q" is the reciprocal form to Q. In this
case.
2 2 ? P









2 " o.c. 2
"
^1^2 Cl - P )
l/A = G^a^ Vl - p'
Combining, but remembering that t^ = t = D in our case to obtain
ap
2
D^ rl 2p . 1 l|
-D^ rj_ 2p ^1-1
.2(: (4.12)
In order to obtain E e (t)lit is necessary to take a double integral
of both sides of equation (4.12). But notice that equation (4.12) is in
the form of
but
^ t(x) = F(x)
rP n2

















Since for this case
+W U=o = °
and
^ tt^)U = 2n12 e 1 dt
D 2<





The proof of equations (4.13) and (4.14) is in Appendix V, therefore,
t(x) ^ 4np(erf ^ ) (erf ^ ) + ds F(x) dx
a Y2 a_V2 'O JQ
(4.15)




















But if the order of integration is changed, the preceding equation
reduces to:





,2^ _ 2t ^ 1__N
i/irri2






Consider the exponential term only. It is of the form e~''^ - e~^.
Expand this in a series, then
2 2 3 3 4 4
-X -y / V x-y y-x x-y
e - e ^ = (y - x) + ^ H- ^ 3. *- ^. ^ H- . . .
^^^
=




D^ ri ^ 2t , 1 ]
^"2(l-t)2^ V2 a^j
then:
y - X =
2D" r t 1
"1^^2 1-1 -t^J
2 2 -2D'^X - y =




y - ^ = 12
D^ f 4 r t 1 3 r 2 ^ 2-|^ F t
"
|1
a,a„ / 2 2 ,, ,2^3 4 4 H. ^2 K^ ,2x3 f2 (a^cr^ L (1 - t ) J a^a^ L -J L (1 - t ) -IJ
Thus the first three terms of the expansion will be











24 12 2 ll - ^-,3]p\a k t')
4^ K ^ i] [77(1 - 1^)^-" ]
Substituting back into equation (4„17) we then have







p - t f t D r 2 _^ 21 r t "I
°Cl-t2)V2[i . ,2 " ^2^2 L^l ^2J L^^ _ ^2)2
J
^^[77^1 ^ ;^ K ^ ^rfC^T^^ dt
'(4,18)
The first term is known as the erf or error functions, and is tabu-
lated. The second term will be integrated term by term, thus:
Ere^(t)] = 4pa^a a (erf -^) (erf ~^)
L
o^lf2
2a2D2 fsin-^ p -
-f^ [o^ . a|] _ ^—^ .





^ 15(1 - p^)^'72]
3 5
3 / 2 2v2 3p + 5p - 2p ^
^r4 (^1 * ^2^ TTT 2^5;^ "






ACTUAL CLIPPER METHOD II
The actual clipper in the circuit will again be considered in this
chapter. Cramer's method of analysis /~2 7 will "be usedo It will be
noted that the # functions are easier to handle than the integrals of the
preceding chapter. In using this methods it is convenient to divide the
plane representing the inputs t-. (t) and v„(t) into sub-regions, and com-
pute the contribution within each sub-region to the various moments of
the output e (t) of the multipliero See Figure 10 for a plot of those
sub-regions. Later, these contributions will be added in order to obtain
the final solution of the moments of e (t)o
o^ "^




Sll-p ) Yg^ 1




but this is eqijal tos
CS) (^1) (§) ^(^+i) (§)
^jr.V
(5.2)
where <^ ("-) =— d^
-00
Consider the areas that are numbered in Figure 10, and write the
equation of E o (t) for each area. Then the sum of these individual









































- dv^a D \ d^i \ v^ f (^i. ^2^ "•2
Area 7s
-D 00


















fir^> v^) dv^^TT^ (5.11)
but
then
Efo^^a =2[e^^(ti]+ELe^^(t)]..E[:e^^(t)] + E [e^^Ct)]




Eg (t)] = a^ ^^vg f(T3_, v.p dT^dT./aS' X C X c
-D -^-D D 1)
-D -D 00
+ a D f(T^5 v^)dv^dT2 - a D"* | dv^ \ ^^"^i" ^Z^^'^Z
-00 -60 D ,^
00 00 D
-a^ d-7, f(v,s v„)dT_ + al) lav, v^ f(v^, vJdY,
1 1 -''I" 2' 2
-00 D










Now the above equation will be considered term by term*





jf (V,. .,)d.,d.3 = .V J i^Xl^X^) (5.13)
D D TT=0
cx>












but observe that these can be combined to give
00
2^2 > £^







~ if T) is even
" 2j ("—) if Tj is odd
if T] is even
2^^'f?^] if IT] is odd
therefore, note that only the odd terms of the expansion will remain.
giving
00
,A3 > ^ .-(^~) .-(^)
odd
The next term is
2.















The reduction of Equation (5.19) into Equation (5o20) is in Appendix III,
Section 2« But

-. if T) is even





if T) is e-ven
^(
~) if T) is odd








Now consider bhe term - ah :.r^ \ v,j fi^^i ^£^^^^2
(5o2l)


















if T} is even
2$^(»£j if T] is odd
c» D
Therefore, the two terms
-D
s, aT) \ dv^ I Vgf (t^, TTg) dVp and



















Now combine Equations (5.E4) and (5.25) to obtain
(5.25)
00
-4a^D \ ^ ] 2-D
odd




§r)*^(| (5»26)1 '2 -J^
Now consider the term
D D
V^ Yg f(v^s TTg) dV^ dTga
•4)
-D
which is equal to
CO
"' 5S rP%) ^ *' (?il - "1 [*'" ^ir) -"'^^^
TpO
D 5''(y-''(^)]-''3p"%)-*n^} (5.27)
by applying Appendix III^ Section 2 twice. If the individual components
above are observed, it is noted that
U^ ^H_) + ^ ^r2.^ =0 if T) is even
Li 1 J-' _
~ 2$^ (RJ^ if t] is odd
,."i(E^).,.-X(^) if "q is even
^n-
nir) if T) is odd
and
^^ (|J) + $'^» (^) := if -n is even
= 2#^ (~~) if T] is odd
*
y]-lf^





'\ if T) is odd
D D
Then a
J J V2 ^^^r "^2^ ^^1 ^"^2
00
= 4.2 X £2
rf=0
odd
which TNhen multiplied out equals.














Remembering that E U (t)| is equal to the sum of the individual





00 ^ °° T>




















Note that the Equation (5.31) above differs from Equation (4.16),
the solution of E e (t) in Chapter IV« It will be proven here that
these two solutions are identical.


























-P^ ri 2£__ ^ _i
2(l-p^) [ol V2 a^22-1





which is equal to Equation (4,12) and, therefore, the two solutions.





The signal-to-noise power ratio of a device and especially of an
electronic circuit is of interest to an engineer. This chapter will
solve for the S/N ratio at the output of the multiplier when the actual
clippers are in the circuit. The signal-to-noise power ratio will bej
S/N = -^-: Signal power ^^^^^
' (signal + noisejpower - signal power
°
_P ^;- o (6.2)
E[ejt)2j - (E[e^(t)]y
The next step will be to solve for the terms in the above ratio. The
results of the solution of the actual clipper, equation (5.31), will
give
EK(t)] = 4^"= V2Z„^4*^"' (^) *''"' (§:)
odd
If the above term for the actual clipper is squared, this yields
lEfe (t)|\ which is the signal power term^ in equation (6,1).
The signal plus noise power term Efe (t) "1 can be found in Appen-
dix IV, and is;
even




°0- ^"H ^ n ^_i n A X ^





..4^ 2 V- p^ .r\-lfT) w^i-H/D v --^4_ 2 x~ P^
rpO •'" ^1 "2 - ^ f)^ ^' ""l ^2
even even /pA'^
These terras can be combined to yield the S/N power ratio » The writer
was unsuccessful in reducing the ratio after several attempts. However,
in the case of the ideal clippers the S/N power ratio was found in Chapter
III to be
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PROOF OF ASSmED EQUATION FOR IDEAL CLIPPER
Figure 11 is a plot of the ideal clipper fvuiction* Notice from Fig-
ure 11 that the following is true:




when T^ (t) =0





Figure 11« Ideal Clipper' s Response































dbs = as cosine is an even function*
CO
r sin V- (tV








dca = n when v, (t) >
= when ir, (t) =
=






when "v. (t) ^0
when T^ (t) =
when T- (t) <^
Thus it is seen that the assumed Equation (l) represents the relation-
ship between the input and output of the ideal clipper*

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF ASSUlvED EC.UATION FOR ACTUAL CLIPPER
Note from Figure 12 that the slope of e, (t) is equal to a between
points -D and D and outside of these two points the slope is zero.
Figure 12. Actual Clipper' s Response
Wow assume e 3^(t) is.
e,(t)=f
,00 sin V- (t)u sin Du
du (4)
-00 u
Take the derivative of the above equation (4), the assxraied function of




cos V- (t)u sin Du
u
du (5)




cos V- (t)u sin Du
i c,a I i
dv, (t) m u




Thus it is noted that the assumed equation




gives the following slopes?
a when -D <[^ v-j^(t) <^ D
Y/hen -D > v^(t) > D
Hence, the assumed equation (4) represents the relationship "between





A few of the mathematical relationships used in the different chap-
ters are assembled here in order to simplify the mathematics of the
individual chapters „ Section 1 is from basic definitions., Section 2
and Section 3 are derived by partial integrations „ Section 4 is an
















1 i'^l (^)dv, . a,
fcA1 ^T)+l . . ,






- ^i[^ C*'^^)* *"(-y = [*^"'^lr)= *^"'(-y
[^^ (L-) ^ <|,^(=. L„)] - 2#^ (I") if Ti is odd




if f\ is even
therefore.
D V




* "D ai ^l' ^1
c^ $^*^(x) dx (11)





X <i> (x) dx
2aT X /^""^(x) + 2a,
-dAi
<|>'^''^(x)dx
X i. i i
bat notice that
[*^(|-) - *''(-y -
- 2*1 (L.)
if Tj is odd
if Tj is even
"^1 '^1-'
^1
if T) is odd




-*^"^(|-)i -0 ifTi is odd
- 2$^ (—
)
if T) is even
Therefore, the equation will have even terms only and can be written
2 ^-n+l /In ,
D
a^ i









.2 2^.2 2 „.
t X +t y "2txy
e"
~~2(1 » t^) (14)
if ltl< 1
Equation (14) is a restatement of one of Cramer's eauations. Note
that, if t is replaced by -t^ all the even terms remain the same while
the odd terms are negatively changed,, Therefore, if the above equation
is subtracted from the original equation^ with t replaced by -ts this
will give twice the odd terms only„
Then,
2 2,. 2 2
00 , X , N t^x +t y^ txy T^xy -




t X H y
yr
2(l-t^)







SECOKD MOl^lEBT OF e (t)
o
The application of Cramer' s method^ similar to the method employed
in Chapter V^ will be used to solve for the second moment of e (t) for
the actual clipperso The sub-regions of Figure 10 will be considered and
the equation for the second moment of each of these sub~regions will be
2n
m. Then E e^(t)writte
the contributions of each sub^regione
The equations for the sub-regions follow















f (t^s •^2^ ^"^1 "^"^2
D D











a D"^ \ d^ir^ \ T^ f (v=j_.9 v^) d^
D D
4 \ \ c 'C
2




E e^ (t)_ = aS \ dY^ \ v^ f (^^, ^^) dv.
Area 7? -D oo










e^ (t)J = aS^ \ \ f (v^5 Vg) dT^ dv^
-00 -00
but
E&^)1 - E[e7t^)J + Elep:^) + E[e^ (t)J + ^\e^ (t)J 4- EJrit)]












+ a D \ d"2 \ f('^i» ^2^^^1 + ^ ^^ Wi \ "l ^'^'^l^ ^2^^"^2'*'




=D "D "D -00
"D D -D 00
.
V2)dv2
-00 -D -00 D
-D "D
+ aS^ \ \ f (v^, T2)dT^ dvg (17)
-CD -00
Now consider the above equation term by term. The results of this





















m - *T^) - "''(§7)i^
~
*Xy - *t? ^ 2#
.Vd
if Tj is even
if T] is odd
if T) is even
= if T] is odd
Thus observe that only eiren terms will result in the solution and hence





Now take next the term
00
©V \dr^ \ T^ f (v , V )dT.1" °2/-^2
'-D
.1. ' i^ ^ ^
(19)
which is equal to
CO
TpO L







which equals, also from Appendix III, Section 1 and Section 3j
00
ri=0




But Equations (19) and (20) can be combined to give
00
T]=0






if T] is even
if r] is odd
(20)
(21)
which will give a contribution that is a product of an even term multi-
plied by an odd term* Hovrever, it is known that an even term multiplied
Z]
by an odd term will not yield a contribution to the solution of S
OD D
4 2 \ \ 2
Hence these two terms ^ a D \d*!r- \ v...'' f(ir, ^ v.^)dv^ and




dv^ \ V f("7, a Vj,)dv_ do not contribute to the solution of the
D
.second moment of e (t).
By similar reasonings the two terms
48

00 D -D D
o
4:'^\ \ 2, 4?. \ \?
D-D
-OD -4)
are observed to yield no contribution to the solution ol E
D D
Next consider the term a | 1 "^^^-^o, f('^-,3 Vj,)dv^dT •
-D -D




-^*X^)-*-3*ni:)*-mi:) (22)2' "• '"2' "" '"2
But it 13 known that each multiplicand can be qyqti onlyo Then Equation
(22) by expansion is equal to
00 00




















































EVAIHATION OF *»-^ >|r(x)
x=0
In this case it tat. 11 be necessary to start with equation (4„6)
Then
_ 2 ^ nco s
n
o-oo J




;-¥4i - ^vs^v ' 4i'>\ ^"^ *"% (25)












-i(.2o>2 - 2a a CO ex . .|<o|).
e y
dto^ d^g (26)

















But from Cramer /z/ one obtains the general term
(27)







X ' e dx
2n 2h
h" (28)




COS tx e dx = 2n 2 a;e «• (29)
'-00
but if both sides are integrated with respect to t between the limits of





cos tx e dx = i^
(D -
e 2oi dt (30)
il-CD 1 "O
But the left-hand side of the above equation equals (by inversion of the






dx cos tx dt
but








sin Dx ~ 2 -, V2ti




e 2^ dt (32)
By applying this to the case under consideration, it results in
"^ sin Dco^ sin Dco^
-j(<^\<^\ * 4"|)
e dco dco^





2a| r-Ddt e 2c| dt (33)
^ 4n ) erf ^-Iferf^-



























clippers to gaussian |








Invest f,::ati'^n r** ths cntpnt
response of clippers to
gaussian inputs.

